“I’m proud of the legacy that we’ve helped Indiana build in this first quarter of the
21st Century, but there is still much history to make. We must invest now in our
future leaders, in the companies of the future, and towards the vision of the state
that we want to realize together — one that sees Indiana further ascendant on the
world stage.”
Elizabeth Head, ISI Head of School
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ONE commitment:

to create the highest-quality facilities that deliver on our
promise of world-class education for students.

ONE vision:

to help Indiana businesses compete for the most talented
workforce and recruit from around the world.

ONE campus:
TAUREL
BUILDING

to serve as a hub for global mindedness
that ensures our students and community are
READY FOR THE WORLD STAGE.

DISTINCT ACADEMICS
AND COMMUNITY
From the moment you step into our classrooms, it is evident the students (and faculty)
of the International School of Indiana (ISI) are unique.
Nowhere else in Indiana can students experience immersive bilingual learning that bridges the distance
between nations and cultures. Nowhere else can they develop international relationships and pursue travel
opportunities to help them grow as confident global citizens.
Our school offers the full range of International Baccalaureate (IB) programmes, from preschool through
diploma, so students can reach their full academic potential across all subject areas. These are the
hallmarks of the ISI experience.

“There is no comparison in the Midwest and few competitors for
ISI nationwide. When we talk about distinct academics, we
mean there is no education like an ISI education, and that is
an incredible asset for Indianapolis and Indiana.”
Elizabeth Head, ISI Head of School

WORLD-CLASS EDUCATION
IN THE HEART OF THE MIDWEST
In the 25 years since our founding, ISI has grown from 38 students to nearly 600. Our multinational families,
faculty, and staff aspire to create a microcosm of the world we want for our children: one that embraces
differences through learning and understanding.
You won’t find another school in Indiana that is multilingual and multicultural in both belief and practice.
4 ISI is the first school in Indiana to offer universal full-continuum International Baccalaureate (IB)
curriculum, considered the world’s highest standard.
4 Mean grade point averages for ISI IB graduates have been higher than the global average for
10 years running.
4 Attainment rates of the IB Bilingual Diploma at ISI have doubled the global average for
5 years running.
4 ISI is the only Indiana School offering language immersion in French, Mandarin, and Spanish for
students age 3 to grade 12.
4 More than 50 nationalities are represented on ISI campuses including students, faculty, and staff.
4 ISI graduating classes have secured a 100% college placement rate since the high school’s
inception.
4 The ISI class of 2019 earned more than $5.6 million in scholarship and award offers, an average
of nearly $150,000 per student.
ISI is proudly home to the Midwest’s most distinct academics.

AN IDEA TO SPARK THE
FUTURE OF INDIANA
The idea of establishing an international school in Indianapolis dates back to 1991
when a group of business, government, and community leaders in Indiana studied
what was needed to be competitive in a global economy.
A task force, funded by a grant from Lilly Endowment and directed by the Indiana Humanities Council,
recognized that the United States was part of a world community linked by economic, social, cultural,
and civic concerns. For Indiana to thrive in the new global environment, the state would be required to
participate in the world community, especially economically.
To help attract foreign corporations to the state, the International School of Indiana was founded with
three fundamental purposes:
4 to offer Indiana parents a distinctive educational program for their children, one combining
a demanding curriculum with foreign language fluency, cultural awareness, and an
appreciation for diversity;
4 to provide a rigorous academic program, in native languages for the children of international
executives on assignment in the United States;
4 to help the children of local families who anticipate overseas assignments prepare for the
challenge of an international education.

Top: ISI first week of classes ribbon-cutting
ceremony, Fall 1994.
Middle: ISI first-year faculty and students,
Spring 1995.
Bottom: 2001 groundbreaking at the
Michigan Road campus.

“By combining a superior academic
program with two powerful tools for
future success—fluency in foreign
language and the ability to function
in another culture—ISI established
a strong foundation that is now
recognized and accredited in the
U.S. and abroad.”
Sidney Taurel, ISI Founder,
Eli Lilly & Company Chairman
Emeritus

“For ISI to continue its leading impact on the region’s growth,
its commitment to improving our community must be
reciprocated. The ONE ISI Campaign offers a new generation
of civic and corporate leaders the opportunity to further global
interest and investment in Indiana.”
Doug Brown, ONE ISI Campaign Co-Chair, ISI alumni parent,
and Indianapolis attorney

PROGRESS THAT
MUST CONTINUE
The state’s momentum in building a truly international economy has only accelerated
in the 25 years since the International School of Indiana opened its doors, but further
growth requires an ongoing commitment to invest in the institutions that promote
globalism and diversity.
Today, Indiana is home to more than 800 foreign-owned business establishments and that number is
increasing. In 2017 alone, 40 foreign-based companies committed to locating or growing in Indiana.
While ISI has become a home to many central Indiana families who value an education with a global
perspective, it remains committed to its founding purposes: serving as home to some 30 international families
temporarily residing in Indiana. The school continues to play a role in helping the state of Indiana establish
its standing as the very best place to start a business, grow a business, and get a job, but our campus must
offer a compelling reason for global businesses to invest in Indiana.
ONE campus for ISI is the culmination of a 25-year plan to see Indianapolis and Indiana
better positioned in the global marketplace.

“Our school with the International Baccalaureate; it’s
an internationally recognized curriculum. Having the
International School here for the Indianapolis and
Central Indiana community is an advantage to attract
the best minds from across the world.”
David Kosene, ONE ISI Campaign Co-Chair,
ISI alumni parent, and Indianapolis real estate developer

Today, ISI operates three school buildings on two campuses.
Mending this decade long division will create new enthusiasm
and pride in the institution as it resoundingly reaffirms the
school’s commitment to promoting cultural inclusion and
global-mindedness in Indiana.

“As an older student, I know that I’ll renew my joy for learning
and being in the classroom when I’m exposed to the innocence
and happiness of our youngest students, ages three, four, and
five. And, for those younger students, I’m excited to serve as a
mentor, to lead by example in new spaces that we all share.”
Lauren Reddington, ISI Class of 2022

THE OPPORTUNITY
A UNIFIED CAMPUS FOR A BRIGHTER FUTURE
The ISI Upper School serves students in grades 6 through 12 and is located on sixty-five acres that make up
our Michigan Road campus. Its Midtown neighbors include Indianapolis points of pride like Newfields (the
art museum), Butler University, and access to the city’s cultural trails. The Michigan Road site was obtained
and has been developed to date with the intent that it would become the permanent home for all ISI facilities,
faculty, staff, and students.
However, the ISI Lower School, which serves students from age 3 through grade 5, is currently housed in a
leased former public-school facility more than 2 miles away from the Michigan Road campus.
Unifying the school community on a single campus is the realization of a dream and the culmination of
two-plus decades of work. Building on the previous quarter century’s legacy, a single campus will foster new
synergy and consistency of experience. It will present new learning opportunities by creating an environment
better suited to mentoring and other forms of meaningful and authentic engagement between our students
across grade levels and our faculty members across disciplines. A unified campus will usher in a new level
of excellence that will be the hallmark of the next quarter century of greatness at ISI and in Indianapolis
and Indiana.

Construction of the new
Lower School building

Facilities upgrades and
academics enrichment

Launch of a new ISI
sustainability fund

$12.5 million

$1 million

$1 million

The building’s classic, simple architecture,
and traditional materials are elements
that define the current campus. The
building design will specifically enhance
the educational model of the school
within the framework of the Michigan
Road Campus by offering flexibility,
space for collaboration, and international
best practices in education.

Upgrades to existing structures, expansion
of athletic facilities, and expansion of
academic programming will accommodate
growth benefiting all students while
enhancing the overall composition of the
school, and maximizing the potential
offered by the Michigan Road property.

Our campus will always be a source of
pride for our community. For our facilities
to match our high educational standards,
we must begin amassing an endowment
to ensure we are always able to meet
regular and unexpected maintenance
needs.

Main Lobby
Abundant natural light and community spaces
that include interactive Learning Stairs and slide

Gym with Performance Stage
New athletics facilities for Middle and
High School sports teams

Cafeteria
Indoor and outdoor patio dining

THE VISION
ONE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF INDIANA
The campaign to unify ISI is a multi-year endeavor to raise and finance $14.5 million. The new 45,000
square foot ISI Lower School building will unify ISI on one campus.
2019-2020 Academic Year — Public launch of the ONE ISI Campaign
2020-2021 Academic Year — Groundbreaking and start of formal construction
2021-2022 Academic Year — Preview tours/events and grand opening
(Pending construction schedule)

Media Center and Maker Space
Shared media and seminar spaces

24 Classrooms and Music and
Art Studios
Movable walls and write-on wall surfaces

Outdoor Recreational Areas
Two age-appropriate playgrounds with
accessibility features

ONE ISI PROVIDES A RARE OPPORTUNITY

TO ELEVATE OUR STUDENTS, SCHOOL, AND STATE
SO WE ARE READY FOR THE WORLD STAGE.

ISI was founded, funded, and built by conscientious people who had a vision for what a welcoming and
global community Indiana could be. Donations both large and small from families, foundations, corporations,
and government agencies that share our values and vision are essential to our school’s success. It’s been true
since our founding, in examples like the acquisition of our Michigan Road campus and the construction of
facilities like the Henry B. Blackwell Building and Kathryn and Sidney Taurel Building.
We invite you to continue this philanthropic tradition and to build ONE ISI with us. Together, we can realize
our vision of becoming a single-campus community—ONE International School that readies our students and
Indiana for the world stage.
Join our campaign and be Forever ONE with ISI.
See the inserts at right for a breakdown of giving levels, including major gift opportunities that offer naming
rights starting at $50,000.
To make campaign inquiries or to begin the donation process please contact our Advancement Department
at 317-923-1951 or via email at OneISICampaign@isind.org.

www.isind.org
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